
THETRASH CAN

KEY STEPS TO AVOID
your PORTFOLIO from ending up in

and get the position you desire



Alejandro González's portfolio

Have you ever thought about the amount of hours you invested
planning, researching, sketching and developing the projects you
produced so far? For sure you have gone through all-nighters,
days, weeks, months or even years working on them.
Now, think about all the work needed to compress that information
into a file with limited pages, adequate resolution for your graphic
material to stand out, and light enough to be sent via email. This
document will show others your talent as an architect. It will
become the most important tool for presenting yourself as a
suitable candidate for the open position in that architecture firm you
admire so much, or that degree program you have been dreaming
about. This is your Portfolio.
Do you want it to end in the recycle or junk mail folder of the person
responsible for recruiting you? If you do, please do what others
have been doing: just a compilation of projects.
Otherwise, if you want to stand out of the herd, and increase
exponentially the chances of getting your goal, then we have
something that might be of your interest.

Preface



5VALUE PROPOSITION
4LANGUAGE

3EXTENT
2INVENTIVENESS

1GRAPHICS

globalize yourself

deploy your weapons

communicate

do it concise

be creative

https://www.adpprentice.com/


It is essential that the final edit communicates clearly your skills
as an architect, and surely there is a lot to show among all the
information you have. But what really matters is accomplishing the
main purpose of the portfolio, therefore your main objective is not
to make any portfolio, but to design the perfect one to succeed in
getting exactly what you want.

Your Portfolio may have impressive graphics and out of this world
projects, but if it does not fit with the rapport of the person in
charge of making the last call after a quick first impression, you will
be left out without any further opportunities.

Here you have a guide to build the key that will open the door you
are longing for.

5 steps to design a winning portfolio

Fernando del Paso Library conceptual process, by LEAP

https://www.archdaily.mx/mx/750519/biblioteca-fernando-del-paso-leap


As architects, our mutual understanding has always been over
visual resources, our common language is through designs,
drawings and graphics.

Don't forget that the aim of your portfolio is to seduce those in
charge of the selection process, them being a single person or a
team.

The visual content, diagrams, technical drawings, renderings and
photographs should be curated to be coherent with the overall
language of your portfolio. Nevertheless, it is important not to over
design your presentation.

A balance between graphic design and architectural content
should be achieved, do not forget the importance of quality
content.

1 Communicate with graphics

Mathias Skafte Andersen's portfolio

https://issuu.com/matskafte/docs/mathias_skafte_andersen_portfolio_f
https://issuu.com/matskafte/docs/mathias_skafte_andersen_portfolio_f
https://issuu.com/matskafte/docs/mathias_skafte_andersen_portfolio_f


In architecture, creativity is a skill often taken for granted, but there
is always space for rule changing.
Graphic design is important, but we are talking about thinking
outside the box here.
It could be a shift in the narrative structure of your portfolio, maybe
even making a physical object and delivering it personally or by a
courier service, this is almost never done now and it would surely
add a surprise factor, making it memorable.
Our advice:
Invest time thinking about how to make it different from anyone
else´s, so your portfolio review becomes an exciting experience.

2 Be creative

Olivia Vander Tuig's portfolio

Fabian Huebner's portfolio

http://www.oliviavandertuig.com/Undergraduate-Architecture-Portfolio
https://issuu.com/fabianhuebner/docs/portfolio_fabian_huebner


Resist the temptation of submitting your extended monograph, few
executives or HR personnel will pay attention to your document for
more than three minutes on the first review, considering they
have a pile of portfolios and resumés they have to screen and select
for a second, more attentive evaluation.

To be concise applies both for your graphic content and your texts.
Yes, conceptual narrative is important to understand the point for
those sculptural forms you developed, but write just enough to
expose your main ideas and intentions with your designs. Take into
consideration that you have only one shot at making a good
impression, use your chance wisely.
Be specific, select your best graphics, make sure your texts relate
to them, and remember: Less is more.

3 Do it concise

Sergi Sauras's portfolio

Niklos Toldi's portfolio

https://issuu.com/sergisc/docs/sergisauras
https://issuu.com/ntoldi/docs/portfolio_2019


If your mother language is not English, you may be wondering why
do you have to write it in a foreign language.

The answer is that we live in a globalized world, and like it or not,
English is understood and used everywhere. Nowadays, with
technology allowing us to collaborate remotely, it does not matter if
you do not want to move your place of residence, you can easily
interact with a client in English, no matter where your client is
located or what mother language they may have.

Thiswidens your probabilities of finding that dream job you have
been looking for.

In academia most international programs for a postgraduate
degrees are either in English, or it is required as a second language.

4Globalize yourself

Mattia Venir's portfolio
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Julia Koschewski's portfolio

https://issuu.com/mattiavenir6/docs/portfolio_maggio_2019.2
https://issuu.com/julia_koschewski/docs/portfolio_fin_online


Be ahead of the game
We save the best for last, this is what pull you at the top of the
selection process. Besides including a short biographical
paragraph, with your general information, skills and academic
training, it is of utter importance to write clearly your abilities and
how they will add value to the team you want to be a part of. We
will explain step by step how to prepare an extraordinary value
proposition.

Identify your preferred studios
Research carefully the studio or the program you want to apply for.
Do not spam copies of your portfolio. Choose your top preferred
studios and focus on them.

Please, never send your portfolio in a generic email, personalize it,
know who is in charge, and address them with their name and
position. 85% of the portfolios received under a generic email end
up in the junk folder without ever being opened. Do not be part of
the majority, distinguish yourself from the rest.

Recognize the role you want to play
Which activities would you like to perform within a team project?
Think about it, and then express it clearly in your portfolio. Be bold
and let them know that you have self confidence and know about
your potential. What makes you stand out?

Add value to your desired position
Learn deeply about the position you want and do not only show
what you can do for them, but express how you can add value to
the team with your participation, and remember, is not just about
you, it’s about them and the things you know they need.
You may not have a project in your portfolio that shows perfectly the
skills you want to demonstrate. Maybe the projects you have done
are part of a team effort, and unfortunately when done as part of an
academic assignment, their potential gets diluted.

It is difficult for people in charge of selection to know exactly what
you did in those projects. If this is the case, pay attention, this is
going to be the key for achieving the goal you are aiming at, it is
certainly not easy and requires extra effort, but it will be necessary
to do what others are not willing to in order to achieve what few
will accomplish:

Do a new project from start to finish. Put emphasis on the
specifics of the role you want to obtain, the skills you want to
demonstrate. We recommend selecting an architecture
competition online, there are several sites you can browse.

Do your best and do it alone, this way you can assure all process
and results are your achievements, as it was done by just yourself.
Make it your main focus, display it on top.

5 Write a value proposition
And finally: we will disclose the most important secret for your portfolio to succeed and not end up in the trash



Send your portfolio to the head of the studio.
Do not think that by sending your portfolio only to the person in
charge of HR you are done. We recommend you to also send your
portfolio to the head of the studio, making a personalized letter
where you explain clearly and shortly how the organization would
benefit from your valuable participation.

Be selective
We all have emotional attachment to our projects, and would love
to have them all shown, talked about and included in our own
personal monograph.

But that is not the main purpose right now. Hopefully in the future
you will be able to write extensively about them, but at the moment
you are editing your portfolio, and it must be clean and clear. So
choose your best projects, be minimal so your presentation shows
coherently your potential and skills. Quality above quantity, this is
something that will allow you to use your best assets to seduce that
elusive HR person. If you awake their interest they will look forward
to an interview with you, there is when you can give more details
about yourself.

Be honest
When your projects were done as part of a team, be honest and
state clearly what your participation was, what exactly did you do
and how was the experience. Honesty will always be
recognized, architects know that projects are a team effort and by
being open about it you will gain the respect of people reviewing
your candidacy.

5 Write a value proposition

Mathias Skafte Andersen's portfolio

https://issuu.com/matskafte/docs/mathias_skafte_andersen_portfolio_f


Attestations

Personal statements
Adpprentice has chosen some of the best portfolios published
online that represent some of the concepts explained throughout
this booklet.

You can reach the original publications online by clicking on the
linked material.

Next you will find a selection of visual examples and a personal 
statement from their authors, who kindly agreed to share them 
with you.

https://issuu.com/nik.ward/docs/_portfolio_100mb
https://issuu.com/matskafte/docs/mathias_skafte_andersen_portfolio_f
https://issuu.com/jasonzhuoyuwu/docs/select_works_fall_2018
https://issuu.com/mregyseptian/docs/m.r._septian_-_portfolio_2017
https://issuu.com/jasonzhuoyuwu/docs/select_works_fall_2018


Personal statement
"There is great difficulty and associated complexities to finding a
role which most suits the individuals (and employers) requirements.
Fundamentally, you are more likely to be successful by being truly
transparent with your design ethos and theoretical process. A
portfolio should provide at least as many questions as it aims to
answer.
In my case, the portfolio became a curated document to illustrate
the process of my development with the aim to conclude this
specific stage of my education. Each design project and
accompanying modules probed at different areas of interest,
culminating in the final thesis project, which aimed to tackle a
breadth of elements of personal interest.
This provided a good grounding to honestly present who I am and
indicate the processes I found most successful. The intention was
to represent the work so it could be viewed at three speeds; a brief
flick through the pages, a more considered interest on certain
topics, and the meticulously detailed interaction with all words and
imagery. The portfolio should concisely provide all you require to
explain who you are presently, where you have come from, and
where you desire to strive to."

What we like about this portfolio
This document is remarkable from start to finish, It communicates
in a very clear way how the author's competencies would add value
to a high profiled studio. Particularly on the project about OMA
(Harnessing the Savage) that is shown on this booklet.

Nikolas Ward (abstract)

https://issuu.com/nik.ward/docs/_portfolio_100mb
https://www.adpprentice.com/
https://issuu.com/nik.ward/docs/_portfolio_100mb


Nikolas Ward
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

The studio critically examines the design
processes associated with OMA (Office
for Metropolitan Architecture, founded
by Rem Koolhaas, Elia Zenghelis,
Madelon Vriesendorp and Zoe Zenghelis
in 1975) and MVRDV - half of the group
will explore OMA, with the remainder
examining MVRDV.

As a group of six, the intention
was to emulate and embody the techniques
and processes of OMA. Through a critical
reading of OMA and their associated
research, which have gained prominence
and influence as an identifiably ‘Dutch’
mode of architectural practice, an
understanding of Rotterdam as the site can
be generated, allowing a style of design
to mimic OMA. We were tasked with
creating a masterplan based in southeast
Delfshaven - the historic industrial heart of
Rotterdam in desperate need for successful
gentrification.

Harnessing the Savage

GC1.1/1.3 GC2.1/2.2/2.3 GC3.1/3.2/3.3 GC4.1/4.2 GC5.1/5.3 GC6.1/6.3 GC7.1/7.2/7.3

https://issuu.com/nik.ward/docs/_portfolio_100mb
https://www.adpprentice.com/
https://issuu.com/nik.ward/docs/_portfolio_100mb


Nikolas Ward

14

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

After visiting Rotterdam, and delving
into the culture of the Netherlands, we
were then able delve into OMA as a
practice. Investigating Rem Koolhaas,
and his extensive writings, and AMO
(the research orientated counterpart)
allowed us to provide our own
comprehensive proposal. Reading and
interpreting Exodus - Rem Koolhaas’
1972 Architectural Association thesis, as
well as ‘The Generic City’ - in S,M,L,XL,
provided a strong starting point:

Cultured Reality – the
laboratory

Rotterdam’s biggest social experiment,
a quarantine platform of super diversity,
blending differences together to create a
more wholesome Rotterdammer, informed
by the past, cultivated in the present for
the future.

The Lab draws the population in through
propaganda, enticing anyone fleeing from
the reality they’re currently in. Through
the platform, our aim is to fill in the
cultural voids existing in Rotterdam’s
infrastructure. The hypothesis to
create a new city in forming the ideal
Rotterdammer that critiques the generic
city. Like a petri dish, it is a testing
ground that allows for a more condensed
place for interaction to occur.

The optimistic approach to Exodus and
the Generic City. Elements observed from
Exodus include the voluntary nature of
the ‘city’, having separate exaggerated
idealistic zones in a unified site, as well

as being separate from the existing city.
The crux of Exodus was the influence of
the Berlin wall therefore providing an
exile from the crowded nature of London.
However, in Rotterdam the issue was
its sparseness and lack of population,
thus elements rejected focused around
the harsh nature of the wall, instead
allowing anyone to enter. In the Generic
City, Koolhaas declares that progress,
identity, architecture, the city and the
street are things of the past: “Relief …
it’s over. That is the story of the city.
The city is no longer. We can leave the
theatre now…”. Density in isolation is
ideal, which allows us to zone off six
areas within a compacted new platform.
The site is located on the periphery of
the generic Rotterdam city, which gives
a perfect area to reignite the prominence
of the once industrial past. The existing
is retained with the new city raised up.
The historic industrial train-lines will
be kept providing an urban plane which
accommodates necessary movements.

The different zones within the masterplan
work harmoniously together to provide a
complete and flourishing city: the Sensory
Processor, Oasis, Cultural rejuvenation,
Harnessing the Savage, Adherence of No
Religion, the Apex of Making.

GC2.1/2.2/2.3 GC3.1/3.2/3.3 GC5.1/5.3 GC6.3 GC7.3

HARNESSING THE SAVAGE

Being drawn to the Euromast in Rotterdam,
provided a perfect platform to design a building
through the eyes of Rem Koolhaas which
interacts with the once prominent landmark
of Rotterdam. Research first began with Rem
Koolhaas and the beginning of OMA and was
a theme continued throughout the project in
both representation and ideology. Harnessing
the Savage derives from investigating the office
and the importance of work in the Generic City.
Once the theory and writings provided a design
response, the final stage was to then critique
this response to provide a cohesive project
drawing together all concepts investigated.

https://issuu.com/nik.ward/docs/_portfolio_100mb
https://www.adpprentice.com/
https://issuu.com/nik.ward/docs/_portfolio_100mb


Nikolas Ward

16

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

Left: Site location map of Rotterdam
Below: Panoramic view taken from the top of the
Euromast overlooking Delfshaven

HARNESSING THE SAVAGE

https://issuu.com/nik.ward/docs/_portfolio_100mb
https://www.adpprentice.com/
https://issuu.com/nik.ward/docs/_portfolio_100mb


Nikolas Ward
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ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

The Van Nelle Factory proved to
be very influential in the industrial
heritage of Rotterdam. The project

conducted post ‘Harnessing
the Savage’ allowed a more

comprehensive investigation of the
modernist influences on Rotterdam

and the pre-World War II history.

GC2.1/2.2/2.3

HARNESSING THE SAVAGE

1860s_Industrialisation

1872_Holland America Line formed

1904_Schiecentrale built

1931_Van Nelle Factory

1934_Quarantine Beneden Heĳplaat

1939_Emigration of Jews to America

1940_14th May – Nazi Bombing

1945_Holland America Line – shipping immigrants to Canada

1946_Plan for reconstruction

1950s_Infrastructure constructed, namely stations

1960_Euromast built

1962_Busiest Port in the world – most tonnage

1965_Population peak – 731,000

1970_Space tower on Euromast – 185m

1970s_Port extended

1972_Rem Koolhaas, Exodus Thesis project – AA

1974_Post-fordism, population decline

1980_Boompjes masterplan

1982_Parc de la Villette

1992_Kunsthal – OMA

1993_C3 Maastowers

1995_S,M,L,XL

1996_Hyperbuilding

1996_Erasmus Bridge

1998_AMO started

2013_De Rotterdam

2015_Timmerhuis

2015_European City of the Year

2015_The Manufactured Reality (The Lab)

20xx_Mass influx of immigrants

2xxx_Port decline

3xxx_Manufactured Reality (The Lab) grows infinitely

Left: Collage of History
Below: 1:10000 site plan indicating

proposed high-level circulation routes

https://issuu.com/nik.ward/docs/_portfolio_100mb
https://www.adpprentice.com/
https://issuu.com/nik.ward/docs/_portfolio_100mb


Nikolas Ward
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ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

Symposium: a room-sized installation
that housed the 1:500 masterplan model.
The wall plastered with all internal group
information, research and work. Shelving
was created to display a selection of the
hundreds of iterated models produced
from blue foam and hot wire cutters.
There was a distinct juxtaposition
between the crisp white masterplan
model with carefully and intricately
designed models, and the shelves and wall
of unedited design process. At this stage
in the project, it provided an excellent
way to display all areas of development
through role-playing OMA.

GC3.2/3.3 GC4.1/4.2 GC5.3 GC6.3

https://issuu.com/nik.ward/docs/_portfolio_100mb
https://www.adpprentice.com/
https://issuu.com/nik.ward/docs/_portfolio_100mb


Nikolas Ward
HARNESSING THE SAVAGE

Top to Bottom:
Huig Maaskant - Euromast 1960,

Space tower added 1970 - regains status as tallest
building in Rotterdam,

Rem Koolhaas - Skytower,
Critique - Walkway of Champions and Arena added.22

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

Built in 1960 by Huig Maaskant, the
Euromast has been through two stages of
development and will develop through
two more. The project really explores
innovative ways in which a critique on
a building can be investigated through
theoretical analysis.

Euromast was originally
designed and built to act as a spectacle.
It was the pinnacle of 1960s Rotterdam,
new age of transport, aircraft control
tower-esque - attraction for all around, to
view ‘new’ Rotterdam. The beginnings
of reconstruction to become closer to the
generic city, the end goal of Rotterdam’s
masterplans.

1970s, the space tower was
added. Competition element starting
to come to the forefront in Rotterdam -
Space race, but also Rem’s beginning.
Looking into the rapidly developing
Rotterdam.

At this point I began to realise the
importance of critically interrogating

the influences which drive the
project. Rem Koolhaas’ theoretical
facade became a figure to derail

instead of adhering to. Some of his
intentions in more recent projects

left me with a sense of unrest.

GC2.1/2.2/2.3 GC3.1/3.2/3.3

https://issuu.com/nik.ward/docs/_portfolio_100mb
https://www.adpprentice.com/
https://issuu.com/nik.ward/docs/_portfolio_100mb


Nikolas Ward
HARNESSING THE SAVAGE

Skytower - Level 0

Two large banks of cream-coloured
computers separated by fabric
board dividers provide the perfect
monotonous working environment.
Efficiency levels always at a company
average.

The centralised arena allows
for an outlet as well as a motivational
tool to move up the ranks;
metaphorically and literally. The
workers finish the necessary business
work as quickly as possible to move
onto solitaire, cards, and machinery
practice - ready for the next battle.

24

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

The sky tower is conceptually designed
and built with the program defined around
the banal nature of office blocks apparent
in 1990s society. This is the period within
OMAwhere programming was at the
forefront of all designing - Iterations,
critiquing, Blue foam modelling.

The competition is set on
moving up the levels within the building
to achieve a higher ‘office level’ -
completing mundane tasks based on a
narrow minded set of rules. Koolhaas
has designed the centre parts of each
floor to have a sense of a ‘coliseum’
atmosphere, theatre, and entertainment
as workers head up the building. The
aim that members will eventually reach
the highest level and the top position
within the sky tower. The service core lift
allows the competition floor plates to be
removed/replaced/reinserted according
to the nature of competition. The service
lift has essences of the Euromast in
the mechanics of the movable lift plate
to illustrate Koolhaas’ subconscious
idolisation of Huig Maaskant.

Sky tower, the working
office. Double skinned façades have a
monotonous skyscraper style - Glass
and steel. One way mirrors allow the
outside world to have an experience of
the learning process. 27 layered floors
increase in size. Each floor consists of 3
zones - 2 symmetrical areas for opposing
competitors and a centralised battle area
for banal competitions. The ‘walkway
of champions’ allows people to view
champions and accolades collected by
past victors.. A gladiatorial expression of
success.

27th

24th

21st

18th

15th

12th

9th

6th 5th

8th

11th

14th

17th

20th

23rd

26th 25th

22nd

19th

16th

13th

10th

7th

4th

1st2nd3rd

GC1.1/1.3 GC5.1

https://issuu.com/nik.ward/docs/_portfolio_100mb
https://www.adpprentice.com/
https://issuu.com/nik.ward/docs/_portfolio_100mb


Nikolas Ward
HARNESSING THE SAVAGE

New modern day arena. Built with the
future in mind. Accommodating for
many more people in the city, generic
stadium in mind with a very obvious
replication of the original Euromast
form. Higher level of competition
focusing on the spectacle of the banal.
Tethered down due to physics of
structure and the lightweight nature
of its construction. Two times the
size of the Euromast below to show
advancements in technology and how,
during construction it will be winched
up - using the Euromast as a structural
support.

Rejects the generic city by
being a horizontal element, and not
post-modern (traditional underlying
tones) in design. Bread and circus
effect on the new city. Allowing the
office block (bread of the city) to have
more entertainment within the arena
(circus). Built on top of the Koolhaas
building, adding density (against
generic) but similar to Exodus with
the two close towers in the ‘Park of
Aggression’. Looking at the nature of
aggression which needs to be expelled.
The office block competitions will not
suffice.

The immaterial
atmospheric qualities
of a spectacle begin to
tackle the underlying
drive to represent the
intangible.

Rem Koolhaas - Exodus (1972)

GC3.1/3.2/3.3 GC7.1

https://issuu.com/nik.ward/docs/_portfolio_100mb
https://www.adpprentice.com/
https://issuu.com/nik.ward/docs/_portfolio_100mb


Nikolas Ward
HARNESSING THE SAVAGE

28

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

Left (top to bottom): View from arena seating -
American Football tournament,
View from walkway of champions, intense chess
duel, View within walkway of champions -
Paintballing day-out
Right: 1:500 - Axonometric

https://issuu.com/nik.ward/docs/_portfolio_100mb
https://www.adpprentice.com/
https://issuu.com/nik.ward/docs/_portfolio_100mb


Nikolas Ward
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ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

The skytower and arena are a vital
component to the new city and Rotterdam.
For the skytower to function, workers
are provided from the sensory processor,
and the University within the apex for
making. The spectacle and entertainment
of the arena attract all from the new city.
Cultural rejuvenation and the Oasis are
regions for workers to relax and unwind.
The raised trainlines provide a direct link
from all central locations.

The proposal is a spectacle
not only for the masterplan, but also for
Rotterdam. The hyper-real nature of the
arena draws from Koolhaas’ ‘Coney
Island’ from Delirious New York. Normal
reality is not enough anymore, the
advertised nature of what occurs is within
the arena is the largest draw. Thousands
flock to experience, the new and upgraded
Euromast.

Left: View over site
Right: 1:5000 - Masterplan Site, composition

GC1.1 GC4.1 GC5.1/5.3 GC6.1/6.3

HARNESSING THE SAVAGE

https://issuu.com/nik.ward/docs/_portfolio_100mb
https://www.adpprentice.com/
https://issuu.com/nik.ward/docs/_portfolio_100mb


Nikolas Ward
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ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

The Masterplan aims to be rolled out
over Rotterdam to begin with, and then to
engulf the world. The densely configured
nature of this new proposal could be
sensitively replicated on a larger scale
using the theory developed throughout the
project. The six initial zones all entwine
with ease and simplicity to produce a
successful new city.

HARNESSING THE SAVAGE

Right: Final presentation - 1:500 model
Below: View over ‘the Laboratory’ Delfshaven

https://issuu.com/nik.ward/docs/_portfolio_100mb
https://www.adpprentice.com/
https://issuu.com/nik.ward/docs/_portfolio_100mb


Mathias Skafte Andersen (abstract)
PORTFOLIO

UDVALGTE
ARKITEKTUR-
PROJEKTER

Mathias Skaf te Andersen
B.A.Arch MAA

Februar 2015

Personal statement
"I consider the portfolio one of the most important tools for the
architect's own development. The medium allows for juxtapositions
of work across scales and chronology as well as built and unbuilt.
This creates a space for new ideas and reflections. In his book
'Delirious New York' Rem Koolhaas introduces the concept of the
'retroactive manifesto' — an approach to writing that attempts to
tie together a series of seemingly unrelated events into a predefined
concept or manifesto: in effect a fiction that precedes reality. The
portfolio can be approached in a similar way. Two projects related
only by their author can when juxtaposed tell a story about an
underlying interest or — even better — a potential waiting to be
explored. Developing a portfolio can provide you with insight into
your own work as well as show others your potential — and after
all, as a graduate or student, your potential is your primary quality."

What we like about this portfolio
In addition to the exceptional projects that we can find all along the
document, we like how the author succeed to synthesize his best
material in a few pages and remain powerful.

https://issuu.com/matskafte/docs/mathias_skafte_andersen_portfolio_f
https://www.adpprentice.com/
https://issuu.com/matskafte/docs/mathias_skafte_andersen_portfolio_f


Mathias Skafte Andersen
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Mathias Skafte Andersen
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Mathias Skafte Andersen
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Mathias Skafte Andersen
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Mathias Skafte Andersen
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Mathias Skafte Andersen
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Jason Wu (abstract)

Personal statement
"Updating my portfolio has always been a huge challenge in terms
of selection of materials and drawings.

I have learned from my past interview experiences that it is not how
much you put into this representation of your design principles and
thinking process but, rather, what you put into it. At the end of the
day, a small document with a curation of interesting work is much
easier to speak about than a large document with many works of
varying levels of development.

Not only does a smaller selection help with providing a concise
representation of yourself and your work, it also allows time
throughout the interview to make a personal connection with the
people you are speaking with.

To land the position you are going after, you will need to make a
lasting impression. It is crucial to show that you are amiable and
sociable; these are often traits that you present during the one-on-
one while explaining your passions and sharing experiences. A
succinct, high-quality selection of work will help you greatly with
this."

What we like about this portfolio
This document is exceptional, It shows clearly how a small
document can perform effectively to reach its purpose. It reveals
that some times it 's better to display a few mature projects, than
many works with different levels of development.
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Jason Wu

OPEN CONCEPT
APRIL 2018 | MASTER PLANNING + MIXED-USED HIGH RISE | 3A DESIGN STUDIO

DESCRIPTION Toronto prides itself in being one of the most diverse cities in the world and part of this identity is due to the
city’s popularity with new arrivals, offering the hope of a new and improved life. In recent years, however,
construction and traffic have continuously crippled the downtown core in offering the most basic of amenities
such as healthy air quality, welcoming streets and reasonable commute times. The response to the increasing
population of Toronto and the decreasing capacity of the downtown is a new urbanism that more-evenly
spreads the opportunities of the local economy across the city by establishing self-sustainable communities
that also give back to its surrounding context.

This project at the conjunction of Albion Road, Kipling Avenue and Finch Avenue West takes the programmatic
necessities for a successful and sustainable mid-rise residential building and arrays them in a very literal
fashion, as if stacked in a pile of bricks. Rooms range in size and arrangement but are all designed on a six-
metre square grid according to the diversity of age and gender in the community, changing target audiences
at different times during the day and week. By maximizing the residents’ and community services at grade,
the building presents itself in an engaging manner to the local street. This array also maximizes daylighting for
the south-facing back of the building and creates a path for the flow of inhabitants, rainwater and produce from
the planters that cover the public programs.

The building moves down into the creek, embracing the possibility of fluctuation and retention by cutting edges
and widening the river path for a more comfortable water element. Across the water is a renovated Albion
Cinema, kept for its representation of the existing community interests. Several light restaurants and office
spaces share a foyer than also directs rainwater onto the cinema roof before entering the creek.

The residential units are designed with flexibility in mind, primarily tackling the idea of multi-generational and
multi-family housing which are familiar household typologies to many immigrant families. A large patio space
on both floors of the units may act as an extension of the living spaces or a buffer space depending on the
weather. The aluminum frames are designed with solar angles.
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Regy Septian (abstract)
Architecture Portfolio
2017

MUHAMMADREGY
SEPTIAN

Personal statement
"During the quest of finding my first job in the architecture field, I
considered that my portfolio played a significant role to bring me to
the right one. As it was my first portfolio after completing
undergraduate school, I did not have any completed (real) projects
at that time. Thus, I thought the best way to show my design ability
is through the projects in my academic year. I went first with my final
project (as I considered it my best one) orderly to the earlier stage
of my academic year so the reader can see the process and
development throughout the years. Secondly, I also realised that a
portfolio is not only a bunch of architectural projects, but it has to
be a whole book to tell the story of myself and my designs. Then, I
presented it structurally from the analytical process, issue
statement, design strategies to the final result. It also describes me
as either an individual or a team player. I made sure that each
project explains briefly how the process and my role in the projects
were. Last but not least, I believe that the layout played a great part
in telling those stories clearly. Its consistency also leads the reader
to keep reading my portfolio until the last page.

As of today, I work as an urban designer in a well-respected
architecture and urban design firm in Indonesia. Since I never
experienced any urban design projects in prior, I put myself in
explaining each project in my portfolio just as how an urban
designer thinks. Thus, I believe that the quality of my portfolio was
one of many factors in how I got the chance of joining the
company."
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The project site covers from Tverskaya Street to 1-yaTverskaya-Yamskaya
Street. It is knownas the main street of Moscow. However,most of pedestri-
ans do not feel likethe street belongs tothem;it is belongs to vehicles. As a
result,the roadbecomes lack of pedestrian activities -seems mundane and
less-comfortable.We will turnTverskaya Street into a memorable, fun and
friendlystreet for all.

46|MUHAMMAD REGY SEPTIAN

Following the “My Street” programcatered by the
Russian Government,this project aims to amend the
image of Tverskaya Street into a pedestrian-oriented
street. Inspired by the cityʼs radial pattern,the
straight-longstreet was proposed to be undulating,
breaking the street̓ s mundane eye-levelview.

Urban Ripple is an initiative proposal in making a
pedestrian friendlystreet of Moscow. Every street
may faces differentissues, yet theUrban Ripple
concept can be appliedadjustingthe each street
context. Then, the ripple will widen through the entire
city.

Moscow, Russia |2016
Mentor: Ir.Zaenudin Kartadiwiria

Regy Septian
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OpenInternational Competition forStreetscape Design ofTverskaya and 1-yaTverskaya-Yamskaya Streets
by “KB Strelka”LLC
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SharedSurfaceforbothslowervehiclelane
andpedestrianpathextensionforevents

duetothelocationneartrainstationthis
pockotʼsmainfunctionasgatheringpointwith
providingcommunalbenchesandbikecafe.

duetosurroundingbuildingsfunctioned
asresidentialthispockettrytoprovide
playfulstreetfurnituresuchasurban
swingandsandboxforchildren.

duetosurroundingbuildingsfunctioned
ascafe,thispockettrytoprovideoutdoor
diningforcafeextension

Barrierfreedesignbyusingtactile
pavementfortheblindandminimizing
pedestrianleveling

Trafficcalmingatthejunctionbyusing
differentpavementwiththevehiclelane

Urbancanopyasashelterfromthewind
andsunshine

duetothelocationnearubanplazathis
pocketʼsmainfunctionaspicnicʼsspotwith
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Without neglecting its history context,
the existing 8-lanesroadwill be reduced
into a 4-lanesone. Then,the shape will be
undulated -and use pedestrian-friendly
materials at all intersections.

Regy Septian
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URBAN RIPPLE :TVERSKAYASTREETSCAPE CONCEPTDESIGN05

A
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SEGMENT 2:TVERSKAYA
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Dueto its characters, the site was distincted into
two segments. 1-yaTverskaya-Yamskaya is well
knownfor its streetshoppingactivities and daily
office/residential users around.Hence, most
of publicspaces are dedicated for regularuses
includingsports/play courts and wider outdoor
diningspace. Onother hand,touristsʼ activities
onTverskaya Street will beenrichedbynew
street performancespaces to entertain them
while walking towards the heritage buildings
around.
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OpenInternational Competition forStreetscape Design ofTverskaya and 1-yaTverskaya-Yamskaya Streets
by “KB Strelka”LLC

New growthpoles are expectedto augment the existingcul-
tural activities. Oneof the keys is bydeterminingthematerials
which will beused for the whole infrastructure andits amen-
ities. We have toensure all thematerials meet these princi-
ples: comfort, safety, eco-friendly,and the ability to strenghten
local̓ s identity.
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URBAN RIPPLE :TVERSKAYASTREETSCAPE CONCEPTDESIGN05

Ulmusrebona

Quercusruba

Berberistubergii

Philladelpusconorarius

Spiraeajaponica

Pentaphylloidesfruticosa

VEGETATIONS
Vegetations are classified into
three categories.The placement
is based on the soil supporting
condition.

ACTIVITYPOCKET PAVEMENT

BICYCLE LANE PAVEMENT

SIDEWALK &SHARED SURFACE

VEHICLE LANE

As the center of activities onthe
street,the pockets constructed of
squared andesite stone (100x100
mm).The material is chosen for
safety reason as thespace will
accomodate various activities
from various rangeof ages.

Also functionedas technical pave-
ment,the bicycle line constructed
of andesite stone (150x250mm).
It intends to distinct thepath
visually from othersand ease
access to installstreet utilities
with various sizes such as lighting
poles,bollards,etc.

Modular limestone (100x200
mm) are used for sidewalkand
shared surface to bring clear,
vivid andspacious ambiance for
pedestrians as wellas vehicles
upon it.Thismaterial is also used
for groundpedestrian-crossing to
calm the vehiclesʼspeed around it.

The existingmaterial (asphalt)
for vehicle is still usedformain
vehicle lanes.

2-5 m

2m

3m

to 12 m
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Advanced Architectural Design Praxis Program

Claim Your FREE 30-Minute Consultation Zoom Call To
Discover The Step-By-Step Blueprint To Easily Get Noticed By
Recognised Studios (Valued at $500 USD). English / Spanish

During this no-obligation call, our experts will discuss your specific
situation and how we can help you achieve your goals in the
shortest time possible.

This is ONLY for people who are serious about succeeding in
the Architecture field in the shortest time possible and places are
strictly limited.

WARNING:
You could be at serious risk of falling into a heavy loan!...

Are you thinking of a master's diploma to reach a better job?
Bad idea! We’ll show you why this is a HUGE mistake and how it
leaves you open to a great financial risk without getting the result
you have expected.

Sadly, 80% of the architects finishing their bachelor's will
never reach their professional dream. It’s not their fault, they
just haven’t been taught how to get that professional level without
having to get higher academic degrees.

It doesn’t have to be this way for you though.

Click here to reserve your FREE call now!

CHECK OUR 110% MONEY BACK
MIND BLOWING GUARANTEE

Give Us 30 Minutes & We’ll Show You How To Work At A Recognised Firm
Without Getting An Expensive Master's Degree!

The cost of the AAD Praxis Program is
laughably far less than a master´s degree.
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Olmo Tower by LEAP

About the authors

Raúl Juárez - UAG + Columbia University NY
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Universidad Autónoma de Guadalajara. In 1993 receives
the MOB Scholarship from the American Chamber of
Commerce to study abroad. In 1994 he is awarded the
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LEAP Laboratorio en Arquitectura Progresiva

LEAP is a design studio based in Guadalajara, MX. With more than 20 years of experience,
its work has been widely internationally published. LEAP participated in the Venice
Architecture Biennale in 2012 and 2014. Their founders and principals have been involved in
architecture education for more than 20 years.
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